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Abstract: The Format Policy Registry, or FPR, is an attempt to build a structured way for digital preservation practitioners to share and improve their preservation planning strategies over time. The Archivematica project team has recognized the need for a better way to manage preservation plans, which we address in terms of format policies. Format policies are the business rules and tool commands for format identification, extraction, normalization, verification and transcription. Format policies will change as community standards, practices and tools evolve. Currently, the FPR is hosted at fpr.archivematica.org, and users can update the Preservation Planning tab FPR in their local Archivematica dashboard iterations with Artefactual defaults. However, the goal of the FPR is to have a front-facing host site where users can also share their local policies with other users, including statistics about how successful those policies have been. This would lead to more educated decision-making about format policies over time. Such a resource cannot be created alone, so this presentation would be a launching point for gauging community interest to help continue building the FPR functionality.
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